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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.

Determination and Tax Treatment
of Controlled Foreign Corporations
Melinda Fellner Bramwit, Esq.
Norris McLaughlin & Marcus, PA

What is sub-part F and why are we
concerned with it?
• In this increasingly global economy I find in practice
that offshore operations are more common than ever
• Understanding tax principles of going global is
critical these days
• Controlled Foreign Corporations (“CFCs”) and
subpart F are crucial tax principles to grasp now
more than ever
9

What is sub-part F and why are we
concerned with it?
• So what will you learn today?
• Basics of what is a controlled foreign corporation
and types of sub-part F income

• Important compliance that goes along with being a
CFC or shareholder in one
• Hot topics associated with these issues

10

CFC Classification
• My piece will cover classification, ownership
attribution and shareholder basics.
• I want to note at outset - be aware that your inquiry
as to CFC taxation is always two-pronged.
• First - Do I have a CFC?
• Second - If I have a CFC, do I have the type of income
which must be included?
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CFC Classification Cnt’d
• Why? Because the basic rule of subpart F is that
certain income of a CFC is includible in the income
of its US Shareholders in the year earned. Even if
you have a CFC you may not have an income event
because the CFC has not generated a particular
type of income (Caren will address the various
categories of sub part F income)
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Definition of CFC
• A Controlled Foregin Corporation “CFC” is a
foreign corporation where more than 50% of (i)
the total combined voting power of all classes of
stock of such corporation entitled to vote, or (ii)
the total value of such corporation is owned by
US Shareholders on any day of the tax year of
such corporation. I.R.C. Section 957(a).
13

Definition of a CFC Cnt’d
• Must be a foreign corporation (so n/a to LLCs etc)
• Foreign=created under the laws of a foreign jurisdiction
(generally)

• The 50% tests and US shareholder tests- control tests• This is two levels- must meet the 50% test but must be
owned by US shareholders
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What is a US Shareholder
• I.R.C. 951(b) defines a US Shareholder as a United
States person who owns 10% or more of the total
combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled
to vote of a foreign corporation.

• A US person is defined through I.R.C. 7701(a)(30) as a
citizen or resident of the US, a domestic partnership,
a domestic corporation, and any domestic estate or
trust, generally.
• Practical examples of what could take you out of CFC
status.
15

Attribution
• We move to attribution next because in some cases
stock owned by other parties may be considered in
determining whether we have a CFC or a US
Shareholder.
• Three types of attribution:
– Direct- owned directly
– Indirect- owned indirectly through foreign entities
– Constructive-generally similar to 318 attribution rules with
some modifications
16

Indirect ownership
• Shareholders, partners and beneficiaries are treated as
owning stock in a foreign corporation that is held by a
foreign corporation, partnership, and trust or estate
respectively. There is no minimum ownership
requirement for this rule to apply.
• Example: A is a US person who owns 50% of the stock of
foreign corporation X. X owns 80% of the stock of foreign
corporation Y, and Y owns 60% of foreign Z) Under these
rules, X owns 48% of Z (which is 80% of 60%) and is
considered as actually owning that amount. A owns 24% of
Z (which is 50% of X’s 48% since A is a 50% shareholder)

• NOTE chain stops when you get to a US owner
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Constructive

Ownership

• Similar to the rules of I.R.C. 318 generally you have:
– Family - an individual is deemed to own stock owned by
certain family members
– From/to Entity - stock owned directly or indirectly by or for
a partnership or estate is considered owned proportionately
by partners or beneficiaries
• Stock owned directly or indirectly by or for a trust (other than
401a) is treated as owned in proportion
• Stock owned directly or indirectly by or on behalf of
corporation is attributed to its shareholders who own 10% or
more of the value of stock of the corporation.

– Examples
18

Who picks up the income
• To review- we covered how to test if we have a CFC and if we
are owned by US Shareholders, assuming we are a CFC, we are
channeled into a world of deemed income inclusion.

• What does this mean? It means that a US Shareholder of a CFC
on the last day of the CFC tax year during which it was a CFC
for an uninterrupted period of 30 days or more must include
(whether distributed or not) its pro rata share of the CFC
– Subpart F income
– Previously excluded types of subpart F income
– Increase in earnings invested in US property
– Which leads to Caren’s and James’s discussions of these areas and
Vinay’s compliance aspects.
19
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Types of Subpart F Income

December 18, 2013
Caren S. Shein

Subpart F Income—Definition


Section 952 defines Subpart F as the sum of:
− Foreign base company income ( 954)
− Insurance income ( 953)
− Other categories (boycotts, bribes, etc.)



Foreign Base Company Income (FBCI) includes four types of income:
−
−
−
−

Foreign Personal Holding Company Income (FPHCI)
Foreign Base Company Sales Income (FBC Sales)
Foreign Base Company Services Income (FBC Svcs)
Foreign Base Company Oil-Related Income

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Foreign Personal Holding
Company Income

Foreign Personal Holding Company Income


Foreign Personal Holding Company Income (FPHCI) defined in
includes:
− Inherently passive items - dividends, interest, royalties, rents, or annuities
− Certain net gains from
 sale of passive or non-income producing property
 sale of interests in < 25% owned partnerships
 certain commodity transactions
 foreign currency transactions
− Interest equivalents
− Income from notional principal contracts
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FPHCI - Exceptions
BUT FPHCI does not include certain types of “active” income


Active Business Exceptions
−
−
−
−



Rents and royalties derived in active business from unrelated parties
Gains from the sale of inventory
Broker/dealer income
“Business needs” currency gains arising in the conduct of active business

CFC Look-Through Rule (temporary)
− Dividends, interest, rents and royalties paid between related CFCs to the
extent attributable to non-Subpart F income of the payor



Active Financing and Insurance Income (temporary)



Same country income

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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FPHCI – Same Country Exception


Applies to interest/dividends received by CFC where:
− Payor is related to the CFC (generally more than 50% test for relatedness)
− Payor is created or organized under the laws of the same country as the CFC
− Payor uses substantial part of its assets in a trade or business in the country
of incorporation (more than 50%)
− But, does not apply to any dividend attributable to E&P accumulated while the
payee did not hold the stock, either directly or indirectly through a chain of
one or more subsidiaries that themselves meet the same country
requirements
− Also does not apply to the extent payment reduces subpart F income of payor



Applies to rents and royalties received from a related person for use or
right to use property within the CFC’s country of incorporation
− Does not apply to extent payment reduces subpart F income of payor

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Same Country Exception –
Dividends and Interest

UK

UK

UK

UK
Managed &
controlled
in Ireland

FR

UK

UK

UK

FR
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Same Country Exception –
Rents and Royalties

UK

UK
Rents UK asset

UK

UK

UK
Rents French asset

Rents UK asset
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Foreign Base Company
Sales Income

FBCSaI—General Rule


Income from property where CFC buys property from or sells property
to a related person (or on behalf of a related person), and both
− Property is manufactured or produced outside CFC’s country of
incorporation
− Sold for use, consumption, or disposition outside of CFC country of
incorporation ( 954(d)(1))



Related Party—more than 50% control



Concern
− Income of selling subsidiary separated from manufacturing activities of
related corporation to obtain lower rate of tax for sales income

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Exceptions


FBCSaI does not include:

− Unrelated party purchase and sale
− Goods manufactured in CFC’s country of incorporation (no matter
who the manufacturer is)
− Goods sold for use, consumption or disposition in CFC’s country of
incorporation
− CFC manufactures property sold (“manufacturing exception”)
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Example

US
Related
100%
• Low tax jurisdiction
• No manufacturing

Sells (tangible personal property)

CFC
(Country X)

Sells (tangible
personal property)

Unrelated
Buyer
(Country Y)
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Manufacturing Exception


Manufacturing Exception
− Derived from 954(d)(1), providing that FBCSaI includes “income derived
in connection with the purchase of personal property * * * and its sale”
− Facts and Circumstances Test
 Substantial transformation
 Component parts—substantial in nature and generally considered to
be manufacturing
• Safe harbor
• Packaging and minor assembly is not manufacturing
 Substantial contribution test

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Branch Rules


General Principles
− Rules apply where CFC uses a “branch or similar establishment” to carry
on sales or manufacturing activities outside its country of incorporation
 Includes sales office, manufacturing operations, etc.
 Does not include an unrelated person



Purpose
− To prevent a CFC from using a branch to avoid FBCSaI in situations where
it would have FBCSaI if it operated through a wholly-owned subsidiary
See

954(d)(2)

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Branch Rules (Cont’d)


General Rule
− If use of the branch has “substantially the same tax effect” as use of a
wholly owned subsidiary, the branch is treated as a separate corporation
for purposes of FBCSaI
 Income attributable to the branch is treated as derived by a wholly
owned subsidiary



Substantially the same tax effect
−
−
−
−

Different rules for sales and manufacturing branches
Allocate income to branch or “remainder” of the CFC
Determine hypothetical tax
Apply rate disparity test – for sales branch if income allocated to the
branch is taxed at an effective rate that is less than 90% of, and at least
five percentage points lower than, the rate of tax that would apply under
the laws of the CFC’s country of incorporation, then rate disparity test met

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Branch Rules - Example


Facts: CFC is engaged in manufacturing in
Country X. CFC negotiates sales of its
products for use outside of Country X through
Branch in Country Y
− Country X levies an income tax at an effective
rate of 50% on CFC’s manufacturing income, but
does not tax sales income from Branch
− Country Y levies an income tax at an effective
rate of 10% on the sales income derived by
Branch
− If the sales income were, under Country X laws,
derived from sources in X by CFC, it would be
taxed by Country X at an effective rate of 50%



Question: How do the sales branch rules apply
to Branch?

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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100%

CFC
Manufacturing
(Country X)

Branch
Sales Office
(Country Y)
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Foreign Base Company
Services Income

Foreign Base Company Services Income


Purpose
− Deny tax deferral where service subsidiary separated from manufacturing
activity of related corporation and organized in country to obtain lower rate
of tax for services income



Income from Services
− Technical, managerial, engineering, architectural, scientific and like
services ( 954(e)(1))
− Compensation, commissions, fees
− Services performed for or on behalf of a related party or with “substantial
assistance” provided by a related party
 Notice 2007-13: modernized/relaxed definition of Substantial Assistance; now
generally applies only where a US corporation provides direct assistance and an
objective cost test is satisfied

− Services performed outside CFC country of incorporation


No branch rule

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Basic Example – FBCSeI

US

100%

Sells
Product

CFC
(Country X)

CFC Services
Product as a
Condition of Sale
by U.S.

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Buyer
Unrelated
(Country Y)
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Form 5471
Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect
to Certain Foreign Corporations
Vinay Navani

Form 5471 Hot Issues
Category of Filer
Who must file
Year end of Reporting Corporation
Reporting on US GAAP basis
CFC Reporting issues
Related Party Transactions
Capital Changes
42

Category of Filer
 Category 1: Not applicable
 Category 2: US officer/director who owns ≥
10%
 Category 3: US person who acquires in current
year 10% or disposes in the current year of
10%
 Category 4: US person who had control for 30
days or more
 Category 5: Foreign corporation which is a CFC
43

Who Must File
Multiple people can have same Form
5471 requirement.
Can file on behalf of others on Page 1,
Part D.
Recipients need to attach statement to
their return

44

Year End of Reporting Corporation
Generally, IRC §898
Applies to CFCs
Usually relates to year end of majority
US owner
May be different from tax year of
taxpayer filing Form 5471

45

Reporting Issues
Schedule C: Income Statement on US
GAAP basis
Schedule F: Balance Sheet on US GAAP
basis
Schedule H: E&P starts with income per
foreign books of account
Schedule H: Adjustments made to get to
US E&P basis
46

Reporting Issues: Subpart F / Earnings
and Profits
Current Subpart F income and §956 income
reported on Sch. I
o Computed on worksheet found in instructions.

Accumulated Earnings and Profits reported
on Schedule J.
o Make sure E&P rolls year by year
o Ending E&P important as it determines the
extent of a taxable dividend
47

Related Party Transactions
Reported on Schedule M
Broad range of related parties
Transfer pricing concerns?

48

Capital Changes
Reported on Schedule O
o Acquisition
o Disposition
o Reorganization
o Chain of ownership chart

49

Form 926
Return by a U.S. Transferor of Property
to a Foreign Corporation

50

Who must file
Upon formation of CFC:
o Transfers of cash which result in 10% of vote
or value; or
o Transfers of cash which exceed $100,000
during 12 month period
o Transfer of property – look to §367 rules.
Certain exceptions.
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Penalties
10% of FMV of transferred property
Reasonable cause exception applies
40% penalty on underpayment related
to undisclosed foreign financial asset

52

FinCEN Form 114, Report of Foreign
Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR)
Who has signature authority over CFC’s
bank accounts?
Who has financial interest in CFC?
Effective July 1, 2013, all FBARs must be
electronically filed using FinCEN’s portal.
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Subpart F: Common and
Current Issues and
Legislative Considerations

December 19, 2013
James K. Sams

Agenda


Common and Current Issues Under Section 956
− Pledges and Guarantees
− IP as US property
− Intercompany Accounts



Subpart F Sales Branch Rulings



Legislative Issues
− Expiration of key provisions
− Other proposed legislation

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Common and Current
Issues Under Section 956

Section 956 Redux/Review – US Property





Tangible property in United States
Related domestic corporation stock
US obligations – broadly defined, to include intercompany accounts
− Deemed US obligations: beware of US affiliate’s third party loan that has
CFC guarantees or pledges of CFC stock (see next slide)





Right to use intangibles in the United States
Exceptions include:
− Stock or obligations of unrelated parties
− Regular business transactions
− Bank deposits/U.S. treasury debt

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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US Property – CFC Guarantees or Pledges


CFCs may not pledge any of their assets (including stock of lower-tier
subsidiaries) as collateral on US affiliate’s debt, or guarantee US
affiliate’s debt
− “Indirect” pledges or guarantees – Regulations provide that if the assets of
a CFC serve as collateral (directly or indirectly), then the CFC will be
considered as a pledgor or guarantor of the US affiliate’s obligation
− Indirect pledge arises (only) if at least 66 2/3 % of the voting stock of the
CFC is pledged (and, restrictions on disposition of CFC assets). See
Treas. Reg. 1.956-2(c)(2)



Common trap – “good” pledge of 65% CFC1 shares, later transferred
to CFC2 as part of a restructuring (becomes pledge of asset of CFC2
unless covenants revisited)

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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US Property and IP – ILM 201106007


Facts
− Taxpayer a U.S. corporation, is a distributor of IT products and services
− Taxpayer develops software in the United States under a cost sharing
agreement (“CSA”) with FSub, its wholly-owned CFC
− Under the CSA, FSub acquires rights to exploit copyrights in the United
States when Taxpayer has completed development of a software product
− A master disk of the software code is sent to FSub, and FSub reproduces
copies and sells the copies to end-users in the United States



Issue
− Whether the sale of software products by a CFC to U.S. end-user
customers gives rise to an investment in United States property under
956(c)(1)(D)

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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ILM 201106007 (Oct. 13, 2010)


IRS Conclusion
− Software sales do not constitute United States property investments, but
other related transactions may constitute a United States property
investment



Rationale
− FSub made an investment in U.S. property when it acquired or developed
the right to use the copyright in the United States pursuant to the CSA
− The actual sale of the software copies to end-users do not, in and of
themselves, represent a U.S. property investment
− Also, the actual transfer of the copies from FSub to U.S. customers does
not affect the calculation of the 956 inclusion, because the copies do not
affect the FSub’s rights with respect to the copyrights

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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ILM 201106007 (Cont.)


IRS’s Additional Comments in ILM
− Sub’s US property investment aroise was when it acquired or developed
the rights to use the copyright rights pursuant to the CSA
− However, bear in mind that the amount of FSub’s US property investment
is its adjusted basis in the copyright rights
− Thus, if FSub’s costs of acquiring and developing the copyright rights were
deductible and in fact deducted, it’s adjusted basis could be zero

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Intercompany Accounts – Net or Gross?
USP

USS1

USS2
Payables of
CFC

Receivables
of CFC

CFC
To determine CFC’s investment in U.S. property, may
CFC’s receivable from USS1 be offset by the payable
to USS1? May it be offset by the payable to USS2?

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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Subpart F Sales
Branch Rulings

PLR 200942034 – Contract Manufacturing
Regulations



Addresses determination of effective tax rate for applying contract
manufacturing branch rules
The PLR provides that:
− In determining the effective tax rate which sales income is subject to, a
branch’s taxable income should be calculated under local law
− Result – interest payments deductible under local law should be taken into
account, even though such amounts are disregarded for US tax purposes
− In determining the hypothetical effective tax rate tax to which sales income
would be subject to, the hypothetical income tax that would have been
imposed on an item of FBCSI should be divided by the item of FBCSI
taking into account all deductions properly allocable thereto
 Determined on an annual basis

© 2014 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member
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PLR 200942034 – Contract Manufacturing
Regulations (October 2009) (Cont’d)


Summary of Transaction Flows

Summary of Ruling
Provides clarification on the proper
method for computing tax disparity
between the effective rate of tax and
the hypothetical rate of tax under the
“tax rate disparity test” contained in
Treas. Reg. 1.954-3(b)(1)(ii)

USP

a)

Purchase of certain
products (recognized as
sales for Country 2 and 3
purposes)

Sub 1

CFC 1



Provides clarification on the treatment
of the sales branch as a separate
corporation if tax rate disparity exists
− Under new regs
− Appropriate manufacturing
location tax rate tested against
each sales location tax rate

Product
Sales

CFC 2

CFC 3
(CTY 5)
Royalty
DRE 1
(Country 1)

DRE 2
(Country 2)

a)

DRE 3
(Country 3)

DRE 4
(Country 4)

DRE 5
(Country 4)

Principal

Unrelated
Parties

Product Sales
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Resale of products
purchased from DRE 2

Customers
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PLR 200945036 – Tax Rate Disparity under
Contract Manufacturing Regulations
Facts:
 DRE 1 granted a license to DRE 2 in
exchange for a royalty
 DRE 2 and DRE 3 are engaged in sales,
support, and distribution activities
 DRE 2 is the principal in contracts with
unrelated contract manufacturers
 DRE 2 sells the products to Taxpayer and
Unrelated Customers
 DRE 3 buys products from DRE 2 and sells
them to Unrelated Customers
 DREs 2 and 3 have unilateral advance
pricing agreements with their respective local
country governments
 Country 4 imposes a business tax and a
value added tax on the operations of DREs 4
and 5
 CFC 3 makes a substantial contribution
through the activities of its employees, but its
not clear as to whether DRE 2, 4, or 5 makes
a predominant contribution

Taxpayer
(US)

Product Sales

Unrelated
Customers

Subsidiary 1

Product
Sales

CFC 3
(Country 5)

DRE 4
(Country 4)

Product
Sales

DRE 5
(Country 4)
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License
DRE 1
(Country 1)

DRE 2
(Country 2)

Product
Sales

Product
Sales
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PLR 200945036 – Tax Rate Disparity under
Contract Manufacturing Regulations (Cont’d)
Holdings:
 If DREs 4 and 5 are considered to be
engaged in manufacturing, any
business tax or value added tax
imposed under the laws of Country 4
are not income taxes, and thus,
irrelevant in computing the hypothetical
tax rate
 For purposes of calculating the ETR of
each of DRE 2 and DRE 2, advance
pricing agreement and any Country 2
income taxes are taken into account
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Legislative Issues

Expiring Provisions and New Proposals


Key Expiring Provisions
− Section 954(c)(6) – CFC “look-through”, currently scheduled to
sunset for CFC years beginning on or after January 1, 2014
− Section 954(h)/(i) – Active Finance and Active Insurance, to same
effect
− Recall existing extender enacted one year after expiry of the
temporary provisions – consider likelihood of long period of
uncertainty



Impact of Tax Reform
− Consideration of the various tax reform proposals may suggest
limited longevity; however, likelihood of current action on
comprehensive reform is remote, suggesting potential for additional
extension (ultimately) of the expiring provisions
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Baucus Proposal – Overview
Primary policy goals
– Curtail base erosion and profit shifting to tax havens/low-tax jurisdictions
– Eliminate lock-out effect
– Code simplification
Revenue neutral in the long-term
Assumes rate reduction paid for by other provisions
Draws from prior tax reform proposals
Common themes from prior proposals (Camp, Enzi, Administration)
– Foreign active income subject to current taxation at reduced rate (minimum
tax)
– Passive income and income from CFC direct or indirect sales and services
to U.S. customers subject to current taxation at full U.S. tax rate
– Hybrid payments disfavored
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Proposal Comparison
Baucus
Proposal

Option Y

Option Z

Camp

Foreign Active
Income

• 100% DRD for 10%
shareholders

• Current taxation but 40%
exempt

• 95% DRD for 10%
shareholders

Exceptions: Sub
F Income

• Passive Income

• Non Active Foreign
Market Income (including
passive income)

• Retains current subpart F
rules

• U.S. Related Income
• Low-Taxed Income
• Repeal base company
rules

Interest Expense
Allocation

• Non-exempt portion of
active foreign market
income

• Permanent disallowance for interest expense
allocated to exempt foreign active income
• Worldwide apportionment

• Certain low-tax and/or
intangibles income (Options
A, B and C)
• Permanent disallowance for
excess domestic
indebtedness
• Worldwide apportionment

Foreign Tax
Credits

Branch Activities

• Six § 904 limitation
categories

• Three § 904 limitation
categories

• One § 904 limitation
category

• No FTC for fully exempt
income

• 60% FTC for foreign
active income

• Repeal § 902

• Repeal § 902

• Repeal § 902

• Subject to current
taxation

• Subject to current
taxation
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• Treated as CFCs
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